CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS
KEY CHARACTERISTICS

INTERPRET DIM. & TOL. PER ASME Y14.5M-1994
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

POLYURETHANE FOAM
FERMAPORT 131-A-8316-3 + 131-A-81
DETAIL A
SCALE 1:1000

NOTES:
1. BEND RELIEFS TO BE EQUAL TO THE MATERIAL THICKNESS, UNLESS NOTED.
2. BURR ALLOWABLE TO 15 PERCENT OF MATERIAL THICKNESS.
3. INSIDE BEND RADII TO BE EQUAL TO THE MATERIAL THICKNESS, UNLESS NOTED.

ITEM PART NUMBER QTY COMMENTS
1 1
2 70CMC13215_01 1
3 TPS-3MM-8 2

SECTION A-A
SEE DETAIL A

1. BEND RELIEFS TO BE EQUAL TO THE MATERIAL THICKNESS, UNLESS NOTED.
2. BURR ALLOWABLE TO 15 PERCENT OF MATERIAL THICKNESS.
3. INSIDE BEND RADII TO BE EQUAL TO THE MATERIAL THICKNESS, UNLESS NOTED.
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